The Lutron LEDitorial is a look at the future of LED control, and is your key source for the latest Lutron LED news and product information.
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**Featured Product:**

Cree Load Type for GRAFIK Eye QS

The GRAFIK Eye QS Wireless is now updated to provide easy configuration and optimized dimming for Cree LR4 and LR6 LED downlights. Simply selecting the Cree LR4/6 load type during initial programming adjusts the dimming algorithm for smooth, continuous dimming.

By combining energy-saving features of the GRAFIK Eye QS, such as wireless occupancy sensing and scheduling, with high-efficiency loads like the Cree LR4 and LR6, customers can attain energy savings of 60% or more.

Learn more
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**Did You Know?**

Department of Energy (DOE) CALiPER Testing

2006 marked the DOE’s launch of the Commercially Available LED Product Evaluation and Reporting (CALiPER) program. The initiative focuses on development, implementation, and testing standards for solid state lighting (SSL) general illumination products.

CALiPER recently posted results from its eleventh round of product testing, which focused on roadway arm-mount and post-top luminaires, linear replacement lamps, high-bay luminaires, and small replacement lamps. Summary and detailed reports for all CALiPER testing are available through the searchable online system at [www.ssl.energy.gov/search.html](http://www.ssl.energy.gov/search.html).
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**Tools & Downloads:**

Dimming CFLs and LEDs Online Resources, Lutron TV Commercials

Lutron recently released the C•L™ dimmers, a product family designed for dimmable CFLs and LEDs. Accompanying the launch of this revolutionary product is a host of online educational and multimedia resources. Also available online are Lutron’s new commercials, which are currently airing on the HGTV and DIY Networks.

Visit [www.lutron.com/dimcflled](http://www.lutron.com/dimcflled) for:
- Approved Bulb List
- C•L brochure
- FAQs: CFL/LED Bulb Dimming
- Educational Videos

Visit [www.lutron.com/dimcflled](http://www.lutron.com/dimcflled) for:
- Commercials
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**LED Control Center of Excellence**

Find the answers to all of your questions about LED lighting:

- LED features and challenges
- Control options
- The need for controls
- Product compatibility testing

1.877.DIM.LED8

LEDS@lutron.com